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It occurred to us at the same moment to dedicate this book to
each other. We do so as a celebration of an extraordinarily
happy collaboration, in which we experienced many of the things
we were writing about.
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Legitimate Peripheral Participation
Leaming viewed as situated activity has as its central defining
characteristic a process that we call legitimate peripheral par
ticipation. By this we mean to draw attention to the point that
learners inevitably participate in communities of practitioners
and that the mastery of knowledge and skill requires newcom
ers to move toward full participation in the sociocultural prac
tices of a community. "Legitimate peripheral participation"
provides a way to speak about the relations between newcom
ers and old-timers, and about activities, identities, artifacts,
and communities of knowledge and practice. It concerns the
process by which newcomers become part of a community of
practice. A person's intentions to learn are engaged and the
meaning of learning is configured through the process of be
coming a full participant in a sociocultural practice. This so
cial process includes, indeed it subsumes, the learning of
knowledgeable skills.
In order to explain our interest in the concept of legitimate
peripheral participation, we will try to convey a sense of the
perspectives that it opens and the kinds of questions that it
raises. A good way to start is to outline the history of the
concept as it has become increasingly central to our thinking
about issues of learning. Our initial intention in writing what
has gradually evolved into this book was to rescue the idea of
apprenticeship. In 1988, notions about apprenticeship were
flying around the halls of the Institute for Research on Leam
ing, acting as a token of solidarity and as a focus for discus
sions on the nature of learning. We and our colleagues had
begun to talk about learners as apprentices, about teachers and
computers as masters, and about cognitive apprenticeship, ap
prenticeship learning, and even life as apprenticeship. It was
evident that no one was certain what the term meant. Further-
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more it was understood to be a synonym for situated learning,
abou; which we were equally uncertain. Resort to one did not
clarify the other. Apprenticeship had become yet another pan
acea for a broad spectrum of learning-research problems, and
it was in danger of becoming meaningless.
Other considerations motivated this work as well. Our own
earlier work on craft apprenticeship in West Africa, on intel
ligent tutoring systems, and on the cultural transparency of
technology seemed relevant and at the same time insufficient
for the development of an adequate theory of learning, giving
us an urgent sense that we needed such a theory. Indeed, our
central ideas took shape as we came to see that the most inter
esting features both of apprenticeship and of "glass-box" ap
proaches to the development and understanding �f technol�gy
_
could be characterized - and analyzed - as leg1t1mate periph
eral participation in communities of practice.
The notion that learning through apprenticeship was a mat
ter of legitimate peripheral participation arose first in research
on craft apprenticeship among Vai and Gola tailors in Liberia
(Lave, in preparation). In that context it was simply an obser
vation about the tailors' apprentices within an analysis ad
dressing questions of how apprentices might engage in a com
mon, structured pattern of learning experiences without being
taught, examined, or reduced to mechanical copiers of every
day tailoring tasks, and of how they become, with remarkably
few exceptions, skilled and respected master tailors. It was
difficult, however, to separate the historically and culturally
specific circumstances that made Vai and Gol� apprenticeship
_
both effective and benign as a form of education from the cri
tique of schooling and school practices that this inevitably sug
gested, or from a more general theory of situated learning.
30
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T�is adde� to the general con
fusion that encouraged us to
un
dertake this project.
Over_ the past two years we
have attempted to clarify the
confusion. Two moments in
that process were especially
im
P?�ant. To begin with, the
uses of "apprenticeship" in
cog

nitive and educational research
were largely metaphorical, eve
n
though apprenticeship as an
actual educational form cle
arl
y
h�d a long_ a d varied train of
historically and culturally spe
�

cific realizations. We gradua
lly became convinced that
we
ne��:d to reexami e the relatio
nship between the "apprent
�
ice
sh1� of spec la 1on and his
torical forms of apprentice
� �
shi
p.
This led us to ms1st on the dis
tinction between our theore
tical
fra�ew_ork for analyzing edu
cational forms and specific
his
torical mstances of apprentice
ship. This in tum led us to
ex
plore learning as "situated lea
rning."
Second, this conception of situ
ated learning clearly was mo
re
nc
� �m�assi�� in i�tent than �onventional notion
s
of
''
lea
rni
ng
in suu or learnmg by do
mg" for which it was used
as a
rough equivalent. But, to art
iculate this intuition usefully,
we
needed a better characteriza
tion of "situatedness" as a
theo
retical per pective. The atte
mpt to clarify the concept of
�
situ
ated learm led to critical
concerns about the theory and
��
to
further rev1s10ns that resulted
in the move to our present
vie
w
that !earning is an integral
and inseparable aspect of
social
practice. We have tried to
capture this new view und
er
the
rubric of legitimate periphera
l participation.
Discussing each shift in tum
may help to clarify our reason
s
for ��mi g t? characterize
�
learning as legitimate periph
eral
part1c1pat1on m communities
of practice.
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SITUATED LEARNING
FROM APPRENTICESHIP TO

ween historical forms of ap
Fashioning a firm distinction bet
as a historical-cultural the
prenticeship and situated learning
to use empirical cases of ap
ory required that we stop trying
which to view all forms of
prenticeship as a lens through
ted to reconsider the forms
learning. On these grounds we star
were most familiar as models
of apprenticeship with which we
text of a broader theoretical
of effective learning in the con
es of apprenticeship were of
goal. Nevertheless, specific cas
eloping and exemplifying a
vital interest in the process of dev
thus continued to use some
theory of situated learning and we
working out our ideas. We
of these studies as resources in
dies of socialization; children
might equally have turned to stu
itimate peripheral participants
are, after all, quintessentially leg
ious forms of apprenticeship
in adult social worlds. But var
interest in learning in situated
seemed to capture very well our
sibilities of being and becom
ways - in the transformative pos
l participants in the world
ing complex, full cultural-historica
k of a more apt range of
- and it would be difficult to thin
social practices for this purpose.
l cases of apprenticeship
The distinction between historica
was strengthened as we de
and a theory of situated learning
view of different approaches
veloped a more comprehensive
over the meaning of situated
to situatedness. Existing confusion
ated activity resulted from
learning and, more generally, situ
cept. On some occasions
differing interpretations of the con
rely that some of people's
"situated" seemed to mean me
d in space and time. On other
thoughts and actions were locate
t thought and action were
occasions, it seemed to mean tha
that they involved other peo
social only in the narrow sense
ly dependent for meaning on
ple, or that they were immediate
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t�e social setting that occasioned them. These types of inter
pretation�, �in to naive views of indexicality, usually took
.
some act1v1t1es to be situated and some not.
In the conc�pt of situated activity we were developing,
howev�r, the sttu�tedness of activity appeared to be anything
_
but a simple empmcal attribute of everyday activity or a cor
_
rective to c?nventional pessimism about informal, experience
based l�ammg. Instead, it took on the proportions of a general
theoretical perspective, the basis of claims about the relational
character of knowledge and learning, about the negotiated
c�aracter o� meaning, and about the concerned (engaged,
dtlemma-dnven) nature of learning activity for the people in
volve�. That perspective meant that there is no activity that is
not situated. It implied emphasis on comprehensive under
standing involving the whole person rather than "receiving"
a bod� of factual knowledge about the world; on activity in
and with the world; and on the view that agent, activity, and
the world mutually constitute each other.
We have discovered that this last conception of situated ac
tivity and situ�ted learning, which has gradually emerged in
our understanding, frequently generates resistance, for it seems
to c� w�th it connotations of parochialism, particularity, and
the �1m1tat1ons of a given time and task. This misinterpretation
of s1t��ted !earning requires comment. (Our own objections to
theonzmg m terms of situated learning are somewhat differ
ent. These will become clearer shortly.) The first point to con
�ider is_ that �ven so-called general knowledge only has power
m specific circumstances. Generality is often associated with
abstract representations, with decontextualization. But ab
stract representations are meaningless unless they can be made
_
specific to the situation at hand. Moreover, the formation or
acquisition of an abstract principle is itself a specific event in
33
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no
ing a general ru!e by itself in
specific circumstances. Know
.
the
in
lity it may carry is enabl�d
way assures that any genera
se,
ich it is relevant. In �his se�
specific circumstances in wh
s
hve
' is thoroughly s�. tuated.' in the
any ''power of abstraction'
the
e that makes 1t possible. On.
of persons and in the cultur
c
cifi
its own structure so that spe
other hand the world carries
is
(and in this s�nse gener�lity
ity alway/ im lies generality
can
s
ne
tractness): That is why sto
not to be assimilated to abs
ar
ideas, often more so than an
be so powerful in conveying
dge
wle
What is called general kno
ticulation of the idea itself.
l dge.
t to other "kinds" of know �
is not privileged with respec
1t too
d
specific circumstances. An
It too can be gained only in
The gen
in specific circumstances.
must be brought into play
to
dge always lies i� the powe�
erality of any form of knowle
cting
the past and future m constru
renegotiate the meaning of
stances.
the meaning of present circum

NING TO LEGITIMATE
FROM SITUATED LEAR
PATION
PERIPHERAL PARTICI

to
shift in perspective that led us
This brings us to the second
no
e
Th
peripheral participatio�.
explore learning as legitimate
appears to be a transitory con
now
ng
rni
lea
d
ate
situ
of
n
tio
ve
w according to w �ich cognit'.
cept, a bridge, between a vie
ing
are primary and a v�ew accord
processes (and thus learning)
eno
p
e
primary, generativ � �e
to which social practice is the
s1g
its characteristics. There 1s a
non and learning is one of
e
ory of learning in which practic
nifi�ant contrast between a the
ses
se) is subsumed within pr?ces
(in a narrow, replicative sen
al
egr
int
an
be
learning is taken to
of learning and one in which
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�spect of practice (in a historical, generative sense). In our
view, earning is not merely situated in practice - as if it were
some independently reifiable process that just happened to be
located somewhere; learning is ao integral part of generative
social practice in the lived-in world. The problem - and the
central preoccupation of this monograph - is to translate this
i�to a specific analytic approach to learning. Legitimate pe
npheral participation is proposed as a descriptor of engage
ment in social practice that entails learning as an integral con
stituent.
Before proceeding with a discussion of the analytic ques
tions involved in a social practice theory of learning, we need
�o discuss our choices of terms and the issues that they reflect,
in order to clarify our conception of legitimate peripheral par
ticipation. Its composite character, and the fact that it is not
diffic�lt to �ropose a contrary for each of its components, may
be misleading. It seems all too natural to decompose it into a
set of three contrasting pairs: legitimate versus illegitimate,
.
penpheral versus central, participation versus nonparticipa
tion. But we intend for the concept to be taken as a whole.
Each of its aspects is indispensable in defining the others and
cannot be considered in isolation. Its constituents contribute
inseparable aspects whose combinations create a landscape _
shapes, degrees, textures - of community membership.
Thus, in the terms proposed here there may very well be no
such thing as an "illegitimate peripheral participant." The form
that the legitimacy of participation takes is a defining charac
teristic of ways of belonging, and is therefore not only a cru
cial condition for learning, but a constitutive element of its
content. Similarly, with regard to "peripherality" there may
well be no such simple thing as "central participation" in a
community of practice. Peripherality suggests that there are
35
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multiple, varied, more- or less-engaged and -inclusive ways of
being located in the fields of participation defined by a com
munity. Peripheral participation is about being located in the
social world. Changing locations and perspectives are part of
actors' learning trajectories, developing identities, and forms
of membership.
.
Furthermore, legitimate peripherality is a complex notion,
imRlicated in social structures involving rel�tions _ of pow�r • As
.
a place in which one moves toward more-mtens1ve part1c1p�
tion, peripherality is an empowering position. As a place 1�
_
which one is kept from participating more fully - often le�1t'.
mately, from the broader perspective of society at large � it 1s
a disempowering position. Beyond that, legitimate penphe�
ality can be a position at the articulation of related commum
ties. In this sense, it can itself be a source of power or power
lessness, in affording or preventing articulation and inter�h�ge
among communities of practice. The ambiguous potenttaht1�s
of legitimate peripherality reflect the concept's pi:otal role m
providing access to a nexus of relations otherwise not perceived as connected.
Given the complex, differentiated nature of communities, it
seems important not to reduce the end point of centripetal par
ticipation in a community of practice to a u�if_ �rm or uni�ocal
"center " or to a linear notion of skill acquis1t1on. There 1s no
place in' a community of practice designated ''the periphery,''
and, most emphatically, it has no single core or center. �en
tral participation would imply that there is a center (physical,
political, or metaphorical) to a communit� wit� respect to an
_
individual's "place" in it. Complete partzcipatwn would sug
gest a closed domain of knowledge or colle �ive �r��tic: for
,
which there might be measurable degrees of 7 acquis1tton by
newcomers. We have chosen to call that to which peripheral
36
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p�rticipation leads, full partici
pation. Full participation is in
tended to do justice to the div
ersity of relations involved
in
varying forms of community me
mbership.
Full participation, however,
stands in contrast to only one
aspect of the concept of periph
erality as we see it: It places
the
emphasis on what partial partici
pation is not, or not yet. In our
usage, peripherality is also a
positive term, whose most sal
ient
conceptual antonyms are unr
elatedness or irrelevance to
on
going activity. The partial par
ticipation of newcomers is by
·no
means "disconnected" from
the practice of interest. Furth
er
more, it is also a dynamic con
cept. In this sense, periphera
lity,
when it is enabled, suggests
an opening, a way of gainin
g
access to sources for understan
ding through growing involv
e
ment. The ambiguity inherent
in peripheral participation mu
st
t�en be connected to issues
of legitimacy, of the social org
_
a
mzat10n of and control over
resources, if it is to gain its
full
analytical potential.

AN ANALYTIC PERSPECT
IVE ON LEARNING

With the first shift in the dev
elopment of this project we hav
e
tried to establish that our histor
ical-cultural theory of learning
should not be merely an abs
tracted generalization of the
con
crete cases of apprenticeship
- or any other educational for
m.
Further, coming to see that a
theory of situated activity cha
l
lenges the very meaning of
abstraction and/or generaliza
tio
n
has led us to reject conventio
nal readings of the generaliza
bil
ity and/or abstraction of ''know
ledge.'' Arguing in favor of
a
�hift_ away from a theory of situated activity in wh
ich
lea
rning
1s re1fied as one kind of activit
y, and toward a theory of soc
ial
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an aspect of all activ
practice in which learning is viewed as
to think about our own
ity, has led us to consider how we are
a: How can we p�r
practice. And this has revealed a dilemm
conception of leam'.ng
port to be working out a theoretical
project of abstraction
without, in fact, engaging in just the
rejected above?
ions that m many
There are several classical dualist opposit
nearly so: abstract
contexts are treated as synonymous, or
t the world, and the
concrete; general-particular; theory abou
to be general and ab
world so described. Theory is assumed
But in the Marxist
stract, the world, concrete and particular.
practice theory these
historical tradition that underpins social
other and different
terms take on different relations with each
ral method of social
meanings. They do so as part of a gene
there is � concrete
analysis. This method does not deny that
e collection of par
world, which is ordinarily perceived as som
simple, thin, abstract
ticularities, just as it is possible to invent
e two possibilities are
theoretical propositions about it. But thes
rest. Instead, both of
not considered as the two poles of inte
to explore and pro
them offer points of departure for starting
ed, diversely uni
duce an understanding of multiply determin
rical processes, of
fied - that is, complexly concrete - histo
ries) are the result
which particularities (including initial theo
The theorist is trying
(Marx 1857; Hall 1973; Ilyenkov 1977).
way th�t tu_rns . the
to recapture those relations in an analytic
s of soc1al_ hf� mto
apparently "natural" categories and form
they are (h1stoncally
challenges to our understanding of how
The goal, in Marx's
and culturally) produced and reproduced.
the particular and
memorable phrase, is to "ascend (from both
the abstract) to the concrete."
opriate to treat leIt may now be clearer why it is not appr
e distillation of apgitimate peripheral participation as a mer
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prenticeship, an abstracting process of generalizing from ex
_
amples of apprenticeship. (Indeed, turned onto apprenticeship,
the concept should provide the same analytical leverage as it
wo ��d for an � other educational form.) Our theorizing about
leg1t1mate penpheral participation thus is not intended as ab
straction, but as an attempt to explore its concrete relations
�o t�ink _about � concept like legitimate peripheral participa�
t'.on m this way ts to argue that its theoretical significance de
nves from the richness of its interconnections: in historical
terms, through time and across cultures. It may convey better
what we mean �� a historically, culturally concrete "concept"
_
to descnbe l �git !?1ate peripheral participation as an "analyti
cal perspective. We use these two terms interchangeably
hereafter.

WITH LEGITIMATE PERIPHERAL PARTICIPATION

We do not talk here about schools in any substantial way, nor
explore what our work has to say about schooling. Steering
clear of the problem of school learning for the present was a
con �cious decision, which was not always easy to adhere to as
the i �sue kept c �eeping into our discussions. But, although we
mention schoolmg at various points, we have refrained from
any systematic treatment of the subject. It is worth outlining
our reasons for this restraint, in part because this may help
.
cla �fy further the theoretical status of the concept of legitimate
penpheral participation.
�irst, as we began to focus on legitimate peripheral partici
pat10n, we wa �ted above all to take a fresh look at learning.
Issues of leammg and schooling seemed to have become too
39
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al, b oth �or purposes
interrelated in o ur cult ure in gener
s . �ore
exposition of o ur i dea
of our own exploration and the
schooling as an educational
impo rtantly, the orga nization of
contex
t knowle dge c�n b� d�
form is predicated on claims t ha
ial mst1tut1ons and
ols t hemselves as soc
tualized, and yet scho
very speci�c contexts_- Thus,
as places of l earning constitute
laye�ed
rning as sit uated requires a �ult1
analysis of school l ea
g are part of social p ractice
view o f how knowing and learnin
perva
t. Last, but not leas t,
_ a maj or project in its own righ
f
ss
n
g the sour ces of the effective � �
s ive claims concernin
ing m
g, in the sp ecializa�ion of _school _
schoo ling (in teachin
which
odes of incul�at1on for_
_
changing persons, in the special m
s1 tuat�d
stand in contradiction with the
schools are known)
our d1�
thi s has �eant that
perspective we have adopted. All
ppo 1were o ften contrastive , even o �
cussions of schooling
define our thinking and build
tional. But we did not want to
educa
by contr ast to the claims of any
_
o ur theory p rimarily
evelop a vie�
d
o
t
ted
wan
e
W
.
schooling
tional form, including
analysis
ts o wn, reserving the
d
of learning that woul stand on i
al forms for the fuer specific educati on
of schooling and oth

deeply

.
rore.
te penph era1
erefore, that legitima
th
,
e
iz
as
h
mp
e
d
ul
sho
We
a ped
ona form, �u ch less
_
participatio n is not itself an educati �
t 1cal
ly
a
an a�
1s
I
.
e
qu
chm
te
g
�
agogical strategy or a teachin
e
derstan�mg learning. V:_
un
f
o
way
a
,
ing
viewpoint on learn
i
it
g
e
l
ugh
d that learning thro
_
hope t o make clear as we p rocee

ce �o matter whi ch ed
pla
es
ak
t
n
o
i
t
ipa
c
ti
par
mate peripheral
ere
t
r
e
et
for learning, or wh � �
ucational form provides a context
at all. Indeed, th1� .view
is any int entio nal educational form
nctio n between learmng and
point makes a fundamental disti
upling does not deny that
intent io nal instruction. Such deco
re is teaching, but does not
learning ca n take place where the
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intentional instructio n to be in itself the source or cause
of learning, and thus does not blunt the claim that what gets
learned is proble matic with respect to what is taught. Undoubt
edly, t he analyti cal perspective of legitimate p eripheral parti c
ipatio n could - we hope tha t it will - inform edu catio nal en
deavors by shedding a new light on learning processes, and by
drawing a ttentio n to key aspects of le arning experie nce that
may be overlooked. But this is very different from attributing
a prescriptive value to the concept of legitima te pe riphe ral par
ticipatio n and from proposing ways of "implementing" or
''operationalizing'' it for educational purposes.
Even though we decided to set aside iss ues of schooling in
this initial stage o f our work, we are p ersuaded t hat rethinking
schooling from the p erspective afforded by legitimate periph
eral participatio n will t um o ut to be a frui tful exe rcise. Such
an analysis would raise questions abo ut t he place o f schooling
in t he communi ty at large in term s of possibilities for devel
oping identities o f mastery. These include ques tions o f the re
lation of scho ol pra ctices t o those o f the communi ties in which
the knowledge t hat schools are meant to "impart" is l ocated,
as well as is sues concerning relatio ns bet ween th e world of
schooling and the world of adults more generally. Such a st udy
wo uld also raise questions about the social organization of
schools themselves into communities o f pra ctice, both o fficial
and interstitial, wi th varied forms of membership. We would
predict that such an investigation wo uld afford a better context
for determining what students learn and what t hey do not, and
what it comes to mean for them, t han wo uld a study of the
c urriculum or o f in structi onal practices .
Thinking about schooling in term s of legitimate p eripheral
participa tio n i s o nly one of se veral directions that seem prom
ising for pursuing the a nalysis o f contemporar y a nd other his41
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torical forms of social practice in terms of legitimate periph
eral p articipation in communities of practice. T here are central
issues that are only touched upon in this monograph , and that
need to be given more attention. The concept of " community
of practice" is left largely as an intuitive notion, wh ich serves
a purpose here but which requires a more rigorous treatment.
In particular, unequal relations of power must be included more
systematically in our analysis. Hegemony over resources for
learning and alienation from full participation are inheren t in
the shaping of the legitimacy and periph erality of participation
in its historical realizations. It would be useful to understand
better how these relations generate characteristically intersti
tial communities of practice and truncate possibilities for iden
tities of mastery.

Legitimate Peripheral Parti
cipation
P,ractice, a�d the way in w
h ich knowledge tak
es on va. lue_ f,or
the learner JO the fashioning
of i dentities of full parr1 c
1p at1on.
Our discussion of these .iss
ues provokes an examinatio
n
of the
fun�amental contradictions
embodied in relations of I r
e
·
1
" � imate
penpheral participation, and
of how such contrad1ct1ons
a re
.
invoJve_d JO
· generatmg ch ange (Ch
apter 4). In conclusion w
e
em�ha�1�e the significance
of shifting the analytic foc
us
fro
h J
du I s earn
to learning as participation
in the s:
:i:I :��� ' :n; /
_ro m _t�e concept of cogn
itiv
e
pro
cess to the
mo re-encompassmg view
of social practice.

THE ORGANIZATION OF THIS MONOGRAPH

In this brief history we have tried to convey how and why the
core conc ept of legitimate peripheral parti cipation has taken
on theoretical interest for us. In the next chapter we place this
history in a broa der theoretical c ontext and investigate as
sumptions about learning; we contrast our own views to con
ventional views concerning internalization, the construction of
identity, and the production of communities of practice. In
Chapter 3, we present excerpts from five studies of apprentice
ship, analyzing them as instances of learning through legiti
mate peripheral participation. These studies raise a series of
issues: the relations between learning and pedagogy, the place
of knowledge in practice, the importance of access to the learning
potential of given settings, the uses of language in learning-in42
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